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Outline of lectures
1. The problem: collisionless Boltzmann equation and fluid approximation

1. Linear evolution

2. Nonlinear evolution of matter

1. Perturbation theory

2. Simulations

3. Phenomenology of nonlinear matter distribution

3. Formation and distribution of galaxies

1. Galaxy formation in a nutshell

2. Spherical collapse model

3. Physical clustering of halos and galaxies; bias

4. Observed clustering of galaxies

4. Beyond ΛCDM
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Notation

• Comoving coordinates:

• Conformal time:

• Comoving distance:

• Particle velocity/momentum:

• Fluid velocity; divergence:

• Gravitational potential:

D
Symbols

D.1 Mathematical and geometrical definitions

Symbol Explanation

ḟ (x, t) ! !f (x, t)/!t Partial derivative with respect to time
f "(x,") ! !f (x,")/!" Derivative with respect to conformal time
#,$ ! !#(x)/!x$ Partial derivative with respect to coordinate x$

%&
$ , %ij Kronecker symbol

%
(n)
D (k # k) Dirac-delta distribution in n dimensions

êx,y,z Unit vector in direction of three spatial Cartesian axes
n̂ 3D unit vector (full-sky position)
! 2D Euclidean vector (flat-sky position)
d' Solid angle integration measure

Throughout, spatial indices ijk . . . are raised and lowered with %ij .

D.2 Frequently used relations
Frequently used time integration measures are

d" = dt

a(t)
= da

a2H(a)
= d lna

aH(a)
. (D.1)

For light rays, we further have

d( = #d" = dz

H(z)
. (D.2)

Our convention for the perturbed FLRW metric is (Eq. (3.49))

g00(x, t) = #1 # 2)(x, t),

g0i (x, t) = 0,

gij (x, t) = a2(t)%ij [1 + 2*(x, t)] . (D.3)
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Recap
• In Lecture 1, we derived the collisionless Boltzmann 

equation for DM and baryons

• Combined with Poisson equation for gravitational 
potential, these govern all of cosmological structure 
formation at late times

• We then took moments to obtain the fluid equations 
(continuity & Euler), and dropped the curl velocity

• Result:
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three equations to solve:

!m
! + "

"xj

!
(1 + !m)u

j
m

"
= 0,

ui
m

! + u
j
m

"

"xj
ui

m + aHui
m + "#

"xi
= 0,

"2# = 3
2
$m(%)(aH)2!m. (12.23)

In the last line, we have used the definition of the time-dependent density parameter $m(%)

to replace 4&G'm with (3/2)$m(%)H 2(%). $m(%) is to be distinguished from our convention
$m = $m(%0) up to now. We will use $m(%) only in this section, since it is very convenient,
and revert back to the $m = $m(%0) convention after; bear in mind, however, that the use
of a time-dependent $m is quite common in the literature.

We have thus reduced the 6 + 1-dimensional Vlasov–Poisson system of integro-diffe-
rential equations into the Euler–Poisson system of coupled partial differential equations
in 3 + 1 dimensions—a significant simplification! Next, let us introduce the velocity diver-
gence (m # "iu

i
m, and take the divergence of the Euler equation. Further, let us move those

terms that are nonlinear in the variables we wish to solve for to the right-hand side:

!m
! + (m = $!m(m $ u

j
m

"

"xj
!m,

(m
! + aH(m + "2# = $u

j
m

"

"xj
(m $ ("iu

j
m)("j u

i
m). (12.24)

Unfortunately, this is still a coupled system of nonlinear partial differential equations
which in general cannot be solved in any closed form. However, we will see that the sim-
plicity of the matter-dominated universe allows us to make progress in an approximate
way.

If we set the right-hand sides of the continuity and Euler equations to zero, we recover
the linear set of equations we solved to obtain the growth factor in Sect. 8.5. That is, the
solution for the density was simply proportional to the initial density field, with a time-
dependent proportionality constant which we called the growth factor D+(%):

!m(x,%) = !(1)(x,%) # D+(%)!0(x), (12.25)

where !0(x) = !m(x,%ref)/D+(%ref) is the scaled density field at some arbitrary, but fixed
reference epoch %ref. The linear continuity equation yields

( (1)(x,%) = $!(1)!(x,%) = $aHf (%)!(1)(x,%), (12.26)

where f = d lnD+/d lna is the growth rate we introduced in Sect. 8.5. You might have no-
ticed a subtle assumption we have made in going from Eq. (12.23) to Eq. (12.24): by taking
the divergence of the Euler equation, we have neglected the curl part of the velocity, or
vorticity, !m = ! % um. As we have seen in Ch. 8, the growing-mode solution Eq. (12.25)
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Recap

• We then derived the linear approximation, 
when all of δ,θ,Ψ are small:

The density at all points in (real or Fourier) space evolves independently!
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FIGURE 12.1 Standard deviation !W =
!"

"2
W

#
of the linear matter density field at z = 0 smoothed with real-space

tophat and sharp-k filters, as a function of the smoothing scale R. When filtered on a large scale, the fluctuations
of the density field are small, while fluctuations on small scales become large. Evaluating the black solid curve

at R = 8h!1 Mpc yields the commonly used amplitude parameter !8. We also show the RMS value
!"

#2
W

#
of the

gravitational potential multiplied by 104. The potential fluctuations are very small on all scales.

Clearly, we have to do better. Notice also that the precise filter shape is not important for
this conclusion, as any reasonable filter leads to the same trend.

We can also compute the variance of metric perturbations $ as a function of scale. This
is also shown in the figure. Interestingly, the typical potential fluctuations remain small,
! 10!4, on all scales.3 This is easy to understand: the integral in Eq. (12.4) is dominated by
high wavenumbers k, and peaks near the scale picked out by the filter W . On small scales,
then, the integral is dominated by contributions where k " aH # 3 · 10!4 h Mpc!1, that
is, spatial scales that are much smaller than the Hubble radius. Then, the first term in the
Poisson equation (12.1) is by far the dominant one (note that #$ is at most of order (a$/a)#),
and it simply becomes

!k2$ = 4%Ga2&m"m. (12.5)

This is the well-known Poisson equation of Newtonian gravity, with additional factors of a

because the wavenumber k is in comoving units. Thus, the magnitude of $(k) is propor-
tional to "m(k)/k2, and so is highly suppressed compared to the density on small scales.
This explains why the typical potential fluctuations in the universe remain small even
though density fluctuations become large. Another way to see the same result is to recall
the evolution of potential and density during matter domination: the potentials remain
constant, while the density perturbations grow as the linear growth factor D+(') % a(').

We can use this result to our advantage. First, given the smallness of spacetime pertur-
bations, we can continue to work to linear order in the potential $. This means that the

3
Technically,

$
#2

W

%
diverges logarithmically when including modes with k & 0. Only potential perturbations

within our current horizon are observable, so we have used a cutoff kmin = 10!4 hMpc!1. The precise value of
this cutoff has a very small impact on the numerical result.

• We looked at the variance of 
matter density field filtered 
on different scales:  

• Shape is consequence of 
initial conditions from 
inflation

• Clearly, to describe universe 
on scales smaller than 
hundreds of Mpc, we need to 
go beyond linear theory!

Going beyond linear 
theory
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• Let’s go back to full fluid equations

• They contain nonlinear terms, specifically 
quadratic terms, moved here to the r.h.s.:

Chapter 12 • Growth of structure: beyond linear theory 333

three equations to solve:

!m
! + "

"xj

!
(1 + !m)u

j
m

"
= 0,

ui
m

! + u
j
m

"

"xj
ui

m + aHui
m + "#

"xi
= 0,

"2# = 3
2
$m(%)(aH)2!m. (12.23)

In the last line, we have used the definition of the time-dependent density parameter $m(%)

to replace 4&G'm with (3/2)$m(%)H 2(%). $m(%) is to be distinguished from our convention
$m = $m(%0) up to now. We will use $m(%) only in this section, since it is very convenient,
and revert back to the $m = $m(%0) convention after; bear in mind, however, that the use
of a time-dependent $m is quite common in the literature.

We have thus reduced the 6 + 1-dimensional Vlasov–Poisson system of integro-diffe-
rential equations into the Euler–Poisson system of coupled partial differential equations
in 3 + 1 dimensions—a significant simplification! Next, let us introduce the velocity diver-
gence (m # "iu

i
m, and take the divergence of the Euler equation. Further, let us move those

terms that are nonlinear in the variables we wish to solve for to the right-hand side:

!m
! + (m = $!m(m $ u

j
m

"

"xj
!m,

(m
! + aH(m + "2# = $u

j
m

"

"xj
(m $ ("iu

j
m)("j u

i
m). (12.24)

Unfortunately, this is still a coupled system of nonlinear partial differential equations
which in general cannot be solved in any closed form. However, we will see that the sim-
plicity of the matter-dominated universe allows us to make progress in an approximate
way.

If we set the right-hand sides of the continuity and Euler equations to zero, we recover
the linear set of equations we solved to obtain the growth factor in Sect. 8.5. That is, the
solution for the density was simply proportional to the initial density field, with a time-
dependent proportionality constant which we called the growth factor D+(%):

!m(x,%) = !(1)(x,%) # D+(%)!0(x), (12.25)

where !0(x) = !m(x,%ref)/D+(%ref) is the scaled density field at some arbitrary, but fixed
reference epoch %ref. The linear continuity equation yields

( (1)(x,%) = $!(1)!(x,%) = $aHf (%)!(1)(x,%), (12.26)

where f = d lnD+/d lna is the growth rate we introduced in Sect. 8.5. You might have no-
ticed a subtle assumption we have made in going from Eq. (12.23) to Eq. (12.24): by taking
the divergence of the Euler equation, we have neglected the curl part of the velocity, or
vorticity, !m = ! % um. As we have seen in Ch. 8, the growing-mode solution Eq. (12.25)
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Unfortunately, this is still a coupled system of nonlinear partial differential equations
which in general cannot be solved in any closed form. However, we will see that the sim-
plicity of the matter-dominated universe allows us to make progress in an approximate
way.

If we set the right-hand sides of the continuity and Euler equations to zero, we recover
the linear set of equations we solved to obtain the growth factor in Sect. 8.5. That is, the
solution for the density was simply proportional to the initial density field, with a time-
dependent proportionality constant which we called the growth factor D+(%):
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where !0(x) = !m(x,%ref)/D+(%ref) is the scaled density field at some arbitrary, but fixed
reference epoch %ref. The linear continuity equation yields
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where f = d lnD+/d lna is the growth rate we introduced in Sect. 8.5. You might have no-
ticed a subtle assumption we have made in going from Eq. (12.23) to Eq. (12.24): by taking
the divergence of the Euler equation, we have neglected the curl part of the velocity, or
vorticity, !m = ! % um. As we have seen in Ch. 8, the growing-mode solution Eq. (12.25)

is just linear!

Going beyond linear 
theory
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• That structure suggests iterative approach: 
plug in linear solution to nonlinear source 
terms, and solve for second order:

where we have used the Poisson equation for 

Going beyond linear 
theory334 Modern Cosmology

corresponds to a longitudinal, i.e. curl-free velocity field. In fact, you can show in Exer-
cise 12.2 that the vorticity is not sourced in the system Eq. (12.23) even at nonlinear order.
This means that it keeps decaying (!i

m ! 1/a) and can be neglected here.
Eq. (12.24) now suggests an iterative approach to the solution: our linear solution was

obtained neglecting the nonlinear terms on the right-hand side. Our next approximation
is to insert the linear solution into the nonlinear terms:

"(2)" + # (2) = #"(1)# (1) # (u(1))j
$

$xj
"(1),

# (2)" + aH# (2) + 3
2
%m(&)(aH)2"(2) = #(u(1))j

$

$xj
# (1) # [$i (u

(1))j ][$j (u
(1))i], (12.27)

where we have used the Poisson equation for '(2),

$2'(2) = 3
2
%m(&)(aH)2"(2). (12.28)

This is now an inhomogeneous but still linear system of partial differential equations for
"(2), # (2). In fact, it can be turned into a system of ordinary differential equations and then
solved. We will see how this miracle happens in a moment. Eq. (12.27) shows that "(2) and
# (2) are sourced by terms that involve the square of the linear fields. Then, on large scales
where these linear fields are small (see Fig. 12.1), the source terms will be even smaller so
that "(2) is a small correction to "(1). The end result we are aiming for, then, is to expand the
nonlinear field "m as

"m(x,&) = "(1)(x,&) + "(2)(x,&) + · · · + "(n)(x,&),

#m(x,&) = # (1)(x,&) + # (2)(x,&) + · · · + # (n)(x,&), (12.29)

where the source terms for "(n), # (n) involve n powers of the linear fields, and so each
term in the series Eq. (12.29) is smaller than the previous one. As long as this holds, our
perturbation-theory prediction for "m and #m should become more and more accurate as
we increase n, i.e. include more higher-order terms. Computing the terms in the expansion
Eq. (12.29), and determining the scales on which this expansion is valid, are the main goals
of the perturbative approach to nonlinear large-scale structure. Notice that, starting from
Eq. (12.25), we have dropped the subscripts “m” on "(n), # (n) for notational clarity, since we
deal exclusively with the matter fields in the following.

To begin, let us transform Eq. (12.27) to Fourier space, x % k. The left-hand sides are
easy to transform, since they are linear. The real-space products on the right-hand side
turn into convolutions in Fourier space, where the linear density, velocity, and potential
are simply related in Fourier space:

(u(1))i(k,&) = iki

k2 aHf "(1)(k,&),

'(k,&) = #3
2
%m(&)

(aH)2

k2 "m(k,&). (12.30)
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• Idea: expand all fields according to:

• Each order collects all terms that have the same 
number of linear fields δ(1), θ(1)

• This approach is expected to work as long as each 
successive term in the series is smaller than the 
previous one

• Of course, in practice we always stop at some n

Perturbation theory
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• So let’s proceed with solving at second 
order:

• R.h.s. involves derivatives and velocity u: 
more easily solved in Fourier space

• The linear velocity is given by

Second order

334 Modern Cosmology
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Second order
• Fourier transform, and pull out time 

dependence of source term (important that 
we can do that!)
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Here, the time-independent source terms are given by
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In the $CDM cosmology and dark energy cosmologies with similar expansion histories, it
turns out that the quantity %m(&)/f 2(&) is very close to 1. Recall from Eq. (8.78) that the
growth rate can be well approximated by f (&) #

$
%m(&)

%0.55. Thus, it is a good approxima-
tion (in practice, better than 1% in !(2), # (2)), to set this ratio to unity. Then, the only terms
in Eq. (12.33) that depend explicitly on time (via D+) are the source terms. Let us then make
the following power-law ansatz:

!(2)(k,D+) = A!(k)Dn
+; #̂ (2)(k,D+) = A# (k)Dn

+. (12.35)

Inserting this into Eq. (12.33) yields
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Clearly, for this to hold at all times D+, we need n = 2. With this, solving for A! and A# yields
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Note that this is only one, the fastest-growing solution, but this is the one we are interested
in anyway. Going back to conformal time &, we can thus write
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Second order
• So we can separate the time- and k-

dependent parts even at second order!
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Here, the time-independent source terms are given by
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In the $CDM cosmology and dark energy cosmologies with similar expansion histories, it
turns out that the quantity %m(&)/f 2(&) is very close to 1. Recall from Eq. (8.78) that the
growth rate can be well approximated by f (&) #
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tion (in practice, better than 1% in !(2), # (2)), to set this ratio to unity. Then, the only terms
in Eq. (12.33) that depend explicitly on time (via D+) are the source terms. Let us then make
the following power-law ansatz:
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Clearly, for this to hold at all times D+, we need n = 2. With this, solving for A! and A# yields
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Note that this is only one, the fastest-growing solution, but this is the one we are interested
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Second order

• Solving coupled set of sourced first-order 
ODE using standard techniques* yields:

• Velocity divergence θ obeys similar equation
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Here, the time-independent source terms are given by
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In the $CDM cosmology and dark energy cosmologies with similar expansion histories, it
turns out that the quantity %m(&)/f 2(&) is very close to 1. Recall from Eq. (8.78) that the
growth rate can be well approximated by f (&) #

$
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%0.55. Thus, it is a good approxima-
tion (in practice, better than 1% in !(2), # (2)), to set this ratio to unity. Then, the only terms
in Eq. (12.33) that depend explicitly on time (via D+) are the source terms. Let us then make
the following power-law ansatz:

!(2)(k,D+) = A!(k)Dn
+; #̂ (2)(k,D+) = A# (k)Dn

+. (12.35)

Inserting this into Eq. (12.33) yields
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Clearly, for this to hold at all times D+, we need n = 2. With this, solving for A! and A# yields

A!(k) = 5
7
S!(k) ! 2

7
S# (k),

A# (k) = !3
7
S!(k) + 4

7
S# (k). (12.37)

Note that this is only one, the fastest-growing solution, but this is the one we are interested
in anyway. Going back to conformal time &, we can thus write
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We have symmetrized these kernels in k1, k2 for convenience, since they are integrated
against a symmetric integrand in Eq. (12.38).

We have thus obtained a closed-form solution for the second-order density and veloc-
ity fields, given the linear density field at a reference epoch !0(k). This procedure can be
straightforwardly continued to higher order. For example, the equation for !(3), "̂ (3) looks
exactly like Eq. (12.33) on the left-hand side; the source terms on the right-hand side now
involve products of !(1) and !(2), "̂ (2), and scale as D3

+(#). Approximating $m/f 2 = 1 again,
the equations can be integrated analytically leading to !(3), "̂ (3) ! D3

+. This continues to
any higher order, and the nth order solution can be written as
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This trivially holds for n = 1 (linear order) as well if we define F1 = G1 = 1. Notice that
the nth order density and velocity fields involve precisely n powers of the linear matter
density !0, as anticipated in the discussion below Eq. (12.29). The kernels Fn, Gn are fully
symmetric polynomials in their arguments, and can be computed iteratively order by order
(for convenient recurrence relations, see Bernardeau et al., 2002).

This very neat result allows us to explicitly calculate how structure in the universe
evolves nonlinearly. There is in fact an intuitive representation of the perturbative expan-
sion in terms of diagrams, as shown in Fig. 12.2, which is closely analogous to the Feynman
diagrams of quantum field theory. The second-order density field !(2) is constructed by
joining two instances of the initial (linear) density field with an F2 kernel. Similarly, the
nth order field is made by joining n initial density fields with the nth order kernel Fn. The
analogous rules hold for the expansion of the velocity divergence.

Most importantly, the perturbation-theory prediction Eq. (12.40) allows us to compute
the statistics of the nonlinear, evolved density in terms of the statistics of the linear field
!0(k). The power spectrum of !m(k) can be written as

*
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+
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,
!(n)(k,#)!(l)(k$,#)

-
. (12.41)
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time-independent perturbation theory kernel

* Assume matter domination when integrating equations; accurate to better than 1%.



Second order

• Solving coupled set of sourced first-order 
ODE using standard techniques* yields:

• Velocity divergence θ obeys similar equation
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Here, the time-independent source terms are given by
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In the $CDM cosmology and dark energy cosmologies with similar expansion histories, it
turns out that the quantity %m(&)/f 2(&) is very close to 1. Recall from Eq. (8.78) that the
growth rate can be well approximated by f (&) #
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%0.55. Thus, it is a good approxima-
tion (in practice, better than 1% in !(2), # (2)), to set this ratio to unity. Then, the only terms
in Eq. (12.33) that depend explicitly on time (via D+) are the source terms. Let us then make
the following power-law ansatz:

!(2)(k,D+) = A!(k)Dn
+; #̂ (2)(k,D+) = A# (k)Dn

+. (12.35)

Inserting this into Eq. (12.33) yields
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Clearly, for this to hold at all times D+, we need n = 2. With this, solving for A! and A# yields
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Note that this is only one, the fastest-growing solution, but this is the one we are interested
in anyway. Going back to conformal time &, we can thus write
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We have symmetrized these kernels in k1, k2 for convenience, since they are integrated
against a symmetric integrand in Eq. (12.38).

We have thus obtained a closed-form solution for the second-order density and veloc-
ity fields, given the linear density field at a reference epoch !0(k). This procedure can be
straightforwardly continued to higher order. For example, the equation for !(3), "̂ (3) looks
exactly like Eq. (12.33) on the left-hand side; the source terms on the right-hand side now
involve products of !(1) and !(2), "̂ (2), and scale as D3

+(#). Approximating $m/f 2 = 1 again,
the equations can be integrated analytically leading to !(3), "̂ (3) ! D3
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This trivially holds for n = 1 (linear order) as well if we define F1 = G1 = 1. Notice that
the nth order density and velocity fields involve precisely n powers of the linear matter
density !0, as anticipated in the discussion below Eq. (12.29). The kernels Fn, Gn are fully
symmetric polynomials in their arguments, and can be computed iteratively order by order
(for convenient recurrence relations, see Bernardeau et al., 2002).

This very neat result allows us to explicitly calculate how structure in the universe
evolves nonlinearly. There is in fact an intuitive representation of the perturbative expan-
sion in terms of diagrams, as shown in Fig. 12.2, which is closely analogous to the Feynman
diagrams of quantum field theory. The second-order density field !(2) is constructed by
joining two instances of the initial (linear) density field with an F2 kernel. Similarly, the
nth order field is made by joining n initial density fields with the nth order kernel Fn. The
analogous rules hold for the expansion of the velocity divergence.

Most importantly, the perturbation-theory prediction Eq. (12.40) allows us to compute
the statistics of the nonlinear, evolved density in terms of the statistics of the linear field
!0(k). The power spectrum of !m(k) can be written as
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15

time-independent perturbation theory kernel

* Assume matter domination when integrating equations; accurate to better than 1%.

grows twice as fast as linear density
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momentum conservation) coupling two incoming δ0
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Here, the time-independent source terms are given by
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In the $CDM cosmology and dark energy cosmologies with similar expansion histories, it
turns out that the quantity %m(&)/f 2(&) is very close to 1. Recall from Eq. (8.78) that the
growth rate can be well approximated by f (&) #

$
%m(&)

%0.55. Thus, it is a good approxima-
tion (in practice, better than 1% in !(2), # (2)), to set this ratio to unity. Then, the only terms
in Eq. (12.33) that depend explicitly on time (via D+) are the source terms. Let us then make
the following power-law ansatz:

!(2)(k,D+) = A!(k)Dn
+; #̂ (2)(k,D+) = A# (k)Dn

+. (12.35)

Inserting this into Eq. (12.33) yields
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Clearly, for this to hold at all times D+, we need n = 2. With this, solving for A! and A# yields
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Note that this is only one, the fastest-growing solution, but this is the one we are interested
in anyway. Going back to conformal time &, we can thus write
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FIGURE 12.2 Diagrammatic representation of the second-order density field !(2) (left) and the nth order density field
(right). In each case, the final density field is connected to n initial density fields by the interaction kernel Fn (with
n = 2 in the case of !(2)). Analogous diagrams describe the velocity divergence " (n) in terms of kernels Gn. Here we
suppress the time arguments for clarity.

Now, this result is not very practical, since we have to sum over infinitely many terms. In
fact, perturbation theory makes sense only if we can truncate the sum after a finite number
of terms, and the discarded terms are smaller than the ones we include. So let us look at
the first three terms in the sum:

!
!m(k,#)!m(k!,#)

"
= D2

+(#)
!
!0(k)!0(k

!)
"

+
#
!(2)(k,#)!(2)(k!,#)

$
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#
!(1)(k,#)!(3)(k!,#)

$
+ · · · . (12.42)

The first line contains the linear power spectrum at time #. The terms in the second line
make up the leading nonlinear correction to the matter power spectrum, i.e. the next-to-
leading order (NLO) matter power spectrum. They can be expanded using the fact that !0

is a Gaussian field (see Box 12.1); in fact we have already dropped terms that involve three
fields !0 in Eqs. (12.41)–(12.42), since they vanish.

12.1 Gaussian random fields
In cosmology, we usually compress the information in fields such as the matter density field
into summary statistics, like the by-now familiar matter power spectrum. We have learned that
the linear matter density !0 is a Gaussian random field, a property inherited from the quan-
tum fluctuations during inflation. Let us now define this more precisely. We begin in real space.
A general Gaussian random field !0(x) with vanishing mean is completely specified by its two-
point correlation function,

"!0(x1)!0(x2)# = $(x1 $ x2), (12.43)

which could be isotropic, $(r) = $(|r|), but it does not have to be (while $($r) = $(r) has to
hold by symmetry). The expectation value of three fields, and in fact any odd number of fields,

Eq. (12.40)
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• Similarly, we can go to higher orders:
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FIGURE 12.2 Diagrammatic representation of the second-order density field !(2) (left) and the nth order density field
(right). In each case, the final density field is connected to n initial density fields by the interaction kernel Fn (with
n = 2 in the case of !(2)). Analogous diagrams describe the velocity divergence " (n) in terms of kernels Gn. Here we
suppress the time arguments for clarity.

Now, this result is not very practical, since we have to sum over infinitely many terms. In
fact, perturbation theory makes sense only if we can truncate the sum after a finite number
of terms, and the discarded terms are smaller than the ones we include. So let us look at
the first three terms in the sum:
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The first line contains the linear power spectrum at time #. The terms in the second line
make up the leading nonlinear correction to the matter power spectrum, i.e. the next-to-
leading order (NLO) matter power spectrum. They can be expanded using the fact that !0

is a Gaussian field (see Box 12.1); in fact we have already dropped terms that involve three
fields !0 in Eqs. (12.41)–(12.42), since they vanish.

12.1 Gaussian random fields
In cosmology, we usually compress the information in fields such as the matter density field
into summary statistics, like the by-now familiar matter power spectrum. We have learned that
the linear matter density !0 is a Gaussian random field, a property inherited from the quan-
tum fluctuations during inflation. Let us now define this more precisely. We begin in real space.
A general Gaussian random field !0(x) with vanishing mean is completely specified by its two-
point correlation function,

"!0(x1)!0(x2)# = $(x1 $ x2), (12.43)

which could be isotropic, $(r) = $(|r|), but it does not have to be (while $($r) = $(r) has to
hold by symmetry). The expectation value of three fields, and in fact any odd number of fields,
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We have symmetrized these kernels in k1, k2 for convenience, since they are integrated
against a symmetric integrand in Eq. (12.38).

We have thus obtained a closed-form solution for the second-order density and veloc-
ity fields, given the linear density field at a reference epoch !0(k). This procedure can be
straightforwardly continued to higher order. For example, the equation for !(3), "̂ (3) looks
exactly like Eq. (12.33) on the left-hand side; the source terms on the right-hand side now
involve products of !(1) and !(2), "̂ (2), and scale as D3

+(#). Approximating $m/f 2 = 1 again,
the equations can be integrated analytically leading to !(3), "̂ (3) ! D3

+. This continues to
any higher order, and the nth order solution can be written as
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This trivially holds for n = 1 (linear order) as well if we define F1 = G1 = 1. Notice that
the nth order density and velocity fields involve precisely n powers of the linear matter
density !0, as anticipated in the discussion below Eq. (12.29). The kernels Fn, Gn are fully
symmetric polynomials in their arguments, and can be computed iteratively order by order
(for convenient recurrence relations, see Bernardeau et al., 2002).

This very neat result allows us to explicitly calculate how structure in the universe
evolves nonlinearly. There is in fact an intuitive representation of the perturbative expan-
sion in terms of diagrams, as shown in Fig. 12.2, which is closely analogous to the Feynman
diagrams of quantum field theory. The second-order density field !(2) is constructed by
joining two instances of the initial (linear) density field with an F2 kernel. Similarly, the
nth order field is made by joining n initial density fields with the nth order kernel Fn. The
analogous rules hold for the expansion of the velocity divergence.

Most importantly, the perturbation-theory prediction Eq. (12.40) allows us to compute
the statistics of the nonlinear, evolved density in terms of the statistics of the linear field
!0(k). The power spectrum of !m(k) can be written as

*
!m(k,#)!m(k$,#)

+
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n+l even(
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,
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-
. (12.41)

PT kernels Fn obey recursion relation.
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• Power spectrum:
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• Count terms that have equal numbers of δ0

• Terms with odd number of δ0 vanish
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FIGURE 12.2 Diagrammatic representation of the second-order density field !(2) (left) and the nth order density field
(right). In each case, the final density field is connected to n initial density fields by the interaction kernel Fn (with
n = 2 in the case of !(2)). Analogous diagrams describe the velocity divergence " (n) in terms of kernels Gn. Here we
suppress the time arguments for clarity.

Now, this result is not very practical, since we have to sum over infinitely many terms. In
fact, perturbation theory makes sense only if we can truncate the sum after a finite number
of terms, and the discarded terms are smaller than the ones we include. So let us look at
the first three terms in the sum:
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The first line contains the linear power spectrum at time #. The terms in the second line
make up the leading nonlinear correction to the matter power spectrum, i.e. the next-to-
leading order (NLO) matter power spectrum. They can be expanded using the fact that !0

is a Gaussian field (see Box 12.1); in fact we have already dropped terms that involve three
fields !0 in Eqs. (12.41)–(12.42), since they vanish.

12.1 Gaussian random fields
In cosmology, we usually compress the information in fields such as the matter density field
into summary statistics, like the by-now familiar matter power spectrum. We have learned that
the linear matter density !0 is a Gaussian random field, a property inherited from the quan-
tum fluctuations during inflation. Let us now define this more precisely. We begin in real space.
A general Gaussian random field !0(x) with vanishing mean is completely specified by its two-
point correlation function,

"!0(x1)!0(x2)# = $(x1 $ x2), (12.43)

which could be isotropic, $(r) = $(|r|), but it does not have to be (while $($r) = $(r) has to
hold by symmetry). The expectation value of three fields, and in fact any odd number of fields,
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vanishes:

!!0(x1)!0(x2)!0(x3)" = 0. (12.44)

The expectation value with four fields is nonzero, but completely determined by "(r):

!!0(x1)!0(x2)!0(x3)!0(x4)" = "(x1 # x2)"(x4 # x3) + "(x1 # x3)"(x4 # x2)

+ "(x1 # x4)"(x3 # x2), (12.45)

where the three terms arise from the three distinct possibilities of combining the four fields
into two pairs, which each yield a correlation function via Eq. (12.43). This expansion by pairing
fields similarly works for any higher, even number of fields, and it is known as Wick’s theorem.
The Fourier-space counterparts to Eqs. (12.43)–(12.45) can be derived straightforwardly by tak-
ing the Fourier transform (we in fact highly recommend readers to go through these steps). We
obtain

!
!0(k)!0(k$)

"
= (2#)3!

(3)
D (k + k$)P (k), (12.46)

where P(k) is the Fourier transform of "(r), and

!!0(k1)!0(k2)!0(k3)" = 0
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D (k2 + k3)P (k1)P (k2). (12.47)

The NLO contributions can be evaluated directly by inserting the solution Eq. (12.40),
and using Wick’s theorem Eq. (12.47). Again, the diagrammatic representation illustrates
this formalism intuitively (Fig. 12.3): the power spectrum correlates two evolved density
fields. Our goal is to connect them using their relation to the linear density fields shown in
Fig. 12.2. So, we contract the instances of the linear density field in pairs, where each pair
results in a linear power spectrum PL. The simplest way to connect is to just directly pair
the final density fields. This is the leading, “tree-level” contribution, which is the linear
power spectrum PL(k). There are two ways to connect the evolved field using four linear
fields, yielding two linear power spectra, which are the two contributions making up the
next-to-leading order in Eq. (12.42). Analogous to the Feynman diagrams of field theory,
there are precise rules underlying the diagrams (deriving these rules is left as an exercise to
the field-theory-inclined reader), which offer an efficient shortcut to the underlying equa-
tions. Alternatively, one can go ahead and compute directly using Wick’s theorem, which
at this order is not much slower.

As you will derive in Exercise 12.5, the result is

P(k,$) = PL(k,$) + P NLO(k,$) + · · · , (12.48)

P NLO(k,$) = P (22)(k,$) + 2P (13)(k,$),
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FIGURE 12.2 Diagrammatic representation of the second-order density field !(2) (left) and the nth order density field
(right). In each case, the final density field is connected to n initial density fields by the interaction kernel Fn (with
n = 2 in the case of !(2)). Analogous diagrams describe the velocity divergence " (n) in terms of kernels Gn. Here we
suppress the time arguments for clarity.

Now, this result is not very practical, since we have to sum over infinitely many terms. In
fact, perturbation theory makes sense only if we can truncate the sum after a finite number
of terms, and the discarded terms are smaller than the ones we include. So let us look at
the first three terms in the sum:

!
!m(k,#)!m(k!,#)

"
= D2

+(#)
!
!0(k)!0(k

!)
"

+
#
!(2)(k,#)!(2)(k!,#)

$
+ 2

#
!(1)(k,#)!(3)(k!,#)

$
+ · · · . (12.42)

The first line contains the linear power spectrum at time #. The terms in the second line
make up the leading nonlinear correction to the matter power spectrum, i.e. the next-to-
leading order (NLO) matter power spectrum. They can be expanded using the fact that !0

is a Gaussian field (see Box 12.1); in fact we have already dropped terms that involve three
fields !0 in Eqs. (12.41)–(12.42), since they vanish.

12.1 Gaussian random fields
In cosmology, we usually compress the information in fields such as the matter density field
into summary statistics, like the by-now familiar matter power spectrum. We have learned that
the linear matter density !0 is a Gaussian random field, a property inherited from the quan-
tum fluctuations during inflation. Let us now define this more precisely. We begin in real space.
A general Gaussian random field !0(x) with vanishing mean is completely specified by its two-
point correlation function,

"!0(x1)!0(x2)# = $(x1 $ x2), (12.43)

which could be isotropic, $(r) = $(|r|), but it does not have to be (while $($r) = $(r) has to
hold by symmetry). The expectation value of three fields, and in fact any odd number of fields,

leads directly to

(this can be generalized to include small 
amount of primordial non-Gaussianity)
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FIGURE 12.2 Diagrammatic representation of the second-order density field !(2) (left) and the nth order density field
(right). In each case, the final density field is connected to n initial density fields by the interaction kernel Fn (with
n = 2 in the case of !(2)). Analogous diagrams describe the velocity divergence " (n) in terms of kernels Gn. Here we
suppress the time arguments for clarity.
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The first line contains the linear power spectrum at time #. The terms in the second line
make up the leading nonlinear correction to the matter power spectrum, i.e. the next-to-
leading order (NLO) matter power spectrum. They can be expanded using the fact that !0

is a Gaussian field (see Box 12.1); in fact we have already dropped terms that involve three
fields !0 in Eqs. (12.41)–(12.42), since they vanish.

12.1 Gaussian random fields
In cosmology, we usually compress the information in fields such as the matter density field
into summary statistics, like the by-now familiar matter power spectrum. We have learned that
the linear matter density !0 is a Gaussian random field, a property inherited from the quan-
tum fluctuations during inflation. Let us now define this more precisely. We begin in real space.
A general Gaussian random field !0(x) with vanishing mean is completely specified by its two-
point correlation function,

"!0(x1)!0(x2)# = $(x1 $ x2), (12.43)

which could be isotropic, $(r) = $(|r|), but it does not have to be (while $($r) = $(r) has to
hold by symmetry). The expectation value of three fields, and in fact any odd number of fields,
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FIGURE 12.3 Diagrammatic representation of the next-to-leading order contributions to the matter power spectrum:!
!(2)(k)!(2)(k!)

"
(left) and

!
!(1)(k)!(3)(k!)

"
(right); we again suppress the time arguments for clarity. The upper diagrams

show how these contributions can be calculated by connecting the linear density fields !(1)(k1), · · · !(1)(k4) appearing
in the expansion of each nonlinear density field via the dashed lines (the kernels are the same as in Fig. 12.2 and
are not labeled). By Wick’s theorem, each connection yields a linear matter power spectrum and a Dirac delta. The
lower diagrams introduce a more standard, and economical representation: now the connection of two linear fields
is represented with an open circle, with each circle corresponding to a linear power spectrum. This representation
makes it clear why these contributions are also called “1-loop” contributions. Each loop in a diagram corresponds to
one integral over wavenumber (in the lower diagrams, p denotes the loop wavenumber).

where

P (22)(k,") = 2
#

d3p

(2#)3

$
F2(p,k " p)

%2
PL(p,")PL(|k " p|,"),

P (13)(k,") = 3PL(k,")

#
d3p

(2#)3 F3(p,"p,k)PL(p,"). (12.49)

Here, we have relabeled the wavenumbers ki that are integrated over as p. Notice that we
have to go to third order to consistently derive the NLO correction to the matter power
spectrum. The result is shown in Fig. 12.4. We see that on large scales (small k), P NLO(k) is
much smaller than the linear power spectrum. That is, nonlinear evolution is only a small
correction to linear evolution. This is the regime where perturbation theory is useful, since
we expect that higher-order terms in the expansion Eq. (12.48) are even smaller.

In fact, we can make this argument more precise. Notice that, as depicted in the bottom
panel of Fig. 12.3, the NLO contributions in Eq. (12.49) both involve what in field theory
is called a loop, an integral over wavenumber (or “momentum”). Since the linear matter
power spectrum does not have a simple shape, this integral has to be performed numer-
ically. In order to identify the relevant parameter controlling the relative size of the NLO

Eq. (12.42)
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vanishes:

!!0(x1)!0(x2)!0(x3)" = 0. (12.44)

The expectation value with four fields is nonzero, but completely determined by "(r):

!!0(x1)!0(x2)!0(x3)!0(x4)" = "(x1 # x2)"(x4 # x3) + "(x1 # x3)"(x4 # x2)

+ "(x1 # x4)"(x3 # x2), (12.45)

where the three terms arise from the three distinct possibilities of combining the four fields
into two pairs, which each yield a correlation function via Eq. (12.43). This expansion by pairing
fields similarly works for any higher, even number of fields, and it is known as Wick’s theorem.
The Fourier-space counterparts to Eqs. (12.43)–(12.45) can be derived straightforwardly by tak-
ing the Fourier transform (we in fact highly recommend readers to go through these steps). We
obtain

!
!0(k)!0(k$)

"
= (2#)3!

(3)
D (k + k$)P (k), (12.46)

where P(k) is the Fourier transform of "(r), and

!!0(k1)!0(k2)!0(k3)" = 0

!!0(k1)!0(k2)!0(k3)!0(k4)" = (2#)6!
(3)
D (k1 + k2)!

(3)
D (k3 + k4)P (k1)P (k3)

+ (2#)6!
(3)
D (k1 + k3)!

(3)
D (k2 + k4)P (k1)P (k2)

+ (2#)6!
(3)
D (k1 + k4)!

(3)
D (k2 + k3)P (k1)P (k2). (12.47)

The NLO contributions can be evaluated directly by inserting the solution Eq. (12.40),
and using Wick’s theorem Eq. (12.47). Again, the diagrammatic representation illustrates
this formalism intuitively (Fig. 12.3): the power spectrum correlates two evolved density
fields. Our goal is to connect them using their relation to the linear density fields shown in
Fig. 12.2. So, we contract the instances of the linear density field in pairs, where each pair
results in a linear power spectrum PL. The simplest way to connect is to just directly pair
the final density fields. This is the leading, “tree-level” contribution, which is the linear
power spectrum PL(k). There are two ways to connect the evolved field using four linear
fields, yielding two linear power spectra, which are the two contributions making up the
next-to-leading order in Eq. (12.42). Analogous to the Feynman diagrams of field theory,
there are precise rules underlying the diagrams (deriving these rules is left as an exercise to
the field-theory-inclined reader), which offer an efficient shortcut to the underlying equa-
tions. Alternatively, one can go ahead and compute directly using Wick’s theorem, which
at this order is not much slower.

As you will derive in Exercise 12.5, the result is

P(k,$) = PL(k,$) + P NLO(k,$) + · · · , (12.48)

P NLO(k,$) = P (22)(k,$) + 2P (13)(k,$),
Eq. (12.48)
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FIGURE 12.4 Linear and next-to-leading order matter power spectrum [Eq. (12.48)] (top panel), at z = 0 (thick lines)
and z = 1 (thin lines). The bottom panel shows the ratio of the NLO to linear power spectra. Perturbation theory is
expected to break down when the NLO correction becomes of similar magnitude to the linear power spectrum itself,
which in the fiducial cosmology happens for k ! 0.3hMpc"1 (z = 0) and k ! 0.6hMpc"1 (z = 1), respectively, close to
kNL in each case.

contribution compared to the linear matter power spectrum, we can use the fact that the
perturbation-theory kernels are typically of order one. Then we can guess that this param-
eter is

#
! k d3p

(2!)3 PL(p) = 1
2!2

! k

0
p2dpPL(p), (12.50)

which corresponds to the variance of the linear density field filtered on a spatial scale
R # 1/k [cf. Eq. (12.4)]. Perhaps you ask why we cut off the integral over p at the scale k. The
mathematical reason is that the perturbation-theory kernels in Eq. (12.48) are suppressed
when p $ k. The physical reason is that very small-scale perturbations to the matter den-
sity field do not influence the large-scale perturbations: the gravitational effect of a clump
of matter, far away from the clump, only depends on its total mass, and is independent of
how the mass is distributed within it. So, very roughly the fractional next-to-leading-order
correction to the linear power spectrum is given by " 2

R=k"1 . This becomes of order unity
when k % kNL, where recall we have defined the nonlinear wavenumber kNL as the scale
where the dimensionless linear matter power spectrum is equal to 1 (Sect. 8.1.1). Fig. 12.4
confirms this estimate. Notice that the regime where perturbation theory is valid extends
to significantly smaller scales at redshift z = 1 compared to z = 0.

Another important effect of nonlinear evolution is that statistics involving an odd num-
ber of matter density fields no longer vanish. The leading example is the Fourier-space
three-point correlation function, or bispectrum, which is given by

&#m(k1,$)#m(k2,$)#m(k3,$)' = (2!)3#
(3)
D (k1 + k2 + k3)

(
"
2F2(k1,k2)PL(k1,$)PL(k2,$) + 2 perm.

#
. (12.51)



Bispectrum

• The bispectrum, or three-point function of 
δ0 vanishes, but not that of the evolved 
field δm, thanks to nonlinear evolution: 
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which corresponds to the variance of the linear density field filtered on a spatial scale
R # 1/k [cf. Eq. (12.4)]. Perhaps you ask why we cut off the integral over p at the scale k. The
mathematical reason is that the perturbation-theory kernels in Eq. (12.48) are suppressed
when p $ k. The physical reason is that very small-scale perturbations to the matter den-
sity field do not influence the large-scale perturbations: the gravitational effect of a clump
of matter, far away from the clump, only depends on its total mass, and is independent of
how the mass is distributed within it. So, very roughly the fractional next-to-leading-order
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when k % kNL, where recall we have defined the nonlinear wavenumber kNL as the scale
where the dimensionless linear matter power spectrum is equal to 1 (Sect. 8.1.1). Fig. 12.4
confirms this estimate. Notice that the regime where perturbation theory is valid extends
to significantly smaller scales at redshift z = 1 compared to z = 0.

Another important effect of nonlinear evolution is that statistics involving an odd num-
ber of matter density fields no longer vanish. The leading example is the Fourier-space
three-point correlation function, or bispectrum, which is given by

&#m(k1,$)#m(k2,$)#m(k3,$)' = (2!)3#
(3)
D (k1 + k2 + k3)
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. (12.51)
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At leading order; there are also “next-to-leading” (NLO) contributions - try
writing down the diagram for the leading three-point function as well as the NLO one!

Eq. (12.51)
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• So far, did well-defined perturbation theory, but of the wrong 
equation: collisionless matter is not a fluid

• Rather, the correct equation is the collisionless Boltzmann 
equation

• What is the error we are making?

• Recall that we neglected the velocity dispersion, or stress 
tensor σm, which adds force term to the Euler equation,

• What is the effect of the stress tensor? Can we incorporate it?
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derivatives with respect to t and x outside the momentum integral, to obtain

!

!t
"m(x, t) + 1

a

!

!xj

!
"m(x, t)u

j
m(x, t)

"
!

#
d3p

(2#)3 m

$
Hpj + m

a

!$

!xj

%
!

!pj
fm(x,p, t) = 0,

(12.13)

where we have used that
&
pj

'
fm

= "mu
j
m. The last term can be integrated by parts to move

the derivative with respect to pj from fm to the term in square brackets (the boundary
term vanishes, since any well-behaved distribution function does not have particles at in-
finite momentum). Evaluating this derivative, we obtain, first, !!/!pj (Hpj ) = !3H , while
!/!pj (!$/!xj ) = 0, since the potential $ is only a function of t and x. Thus, Eq. (12.13)
becomes

!

!t
"m(x, t) + 1

a

!

!xj

!
"m(x, t)u

j
m(x, t)

"
+ 3H"m(x, t) = 0. (12.14)

Modulo an overall factor m, this is the continuity equation whose linear version is
Eq. (5.41), but now valid at fully nonlinear order (and on sub-horizon scales).

As in the linear case, Eq. (12.14) is not sufficient, since we need an equation for the
velocity ui

m as well. Let us thus take the first moment of the Vlasov equation (12.8), by
multiplying with pi and integrating over p:

!

!t

!
"mui

m(x, t)
"
+ 1

ma

!

!xj

(
pipj

)

fm
!

#
d3p

(2#)3 pi

$
Hpj + m

a

!$

!xj

%
!

!pj
fm(x,p, t) = 0.

(12.15)

The last term can again be dealt with by integration by parts, and we obtain

!

!t

!
"mui

m(x, t)
"
+ 1

ma

!

!xj

(
pipj

)

fm
+ 4H"mui

m(x, t) + 1
a
"m(x, t)

!$(x, t)

!xi
= 0. (12.16)

This is our desired equation for ui
m, but we now encounter another quantity, the second

moment of the distribution
&
pipj

'
fm

. Let us write this as follows, introducing the stress ten-

sor %
ij
m(x, t):

1
m

(
pipj

)

fm
= "mui

mu
j
m + %

ij
m . (12.17)

As with ui
m and pi , we do not need to distinguish between upper and lower latin indices on

%
ij
m. At this point, this is nothing but a definition for %

ij
m, but we will learn the significance

of this decomposition in a moment. Inserting this into Eq. (12.16), we obtain

!

!t

!
"mui

m(x, t)
"
+ 1

a

!

!xj

!
"mui

mu
j
m + %

ij
m

"
+ 4H"mui

m(x, t) + 1
a
"m(x, t)

!$(x, t)

!xi
= 0.

(12.18)
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⇢�1
m @j�

ij
m



Beyond the fluid 
approximation

• Idea: treat stress tensor as effective 
quantity, and parametrize it, at the 
background and perturbation level:

• We can’t predict the coefficients             
from within the fluid picture - leave them 
free for now
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<latexit sha1_base64="gKjxqJ5T4Rg0BzKg5zW8kV9vG7Q=">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</latexit>

�̄m(⌘), c�(⌘)

<latexit sha1_base64="QclEBpnisunKSf1YtG3k842NQrU=">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</latexit>

�ij
m(x, ⌘) = �̄m(⌘)�

ij [1 + c�(⌘)�m(x, ⌘) + . . .]



Beyond the fluid 
approximation

• Insert into Euler equation:

• Additional contribution is suppressed on large scales: 
two additional derivatives, ~k2 in Fourier space

• Hence, can take into account stress tensor at leading 
order by adding one term to equations, at the price of 
an unknown, free coefficient
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<latexit sha1_base64="QclEBpnisunKSf1YtG3k842NQrU=">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</latexit>

�ij
m(x, ⌘) = �̄m(⌘)�

ij [1 + c�(⌘)�m(x, ⌘) + . . .]

<latexit sha1_base64="fSPIpkd+3YcBr6IzNVeLCVag0QM=">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</latexit>

�̄mc�

Notice that constant, background stress has no dynamical effect.

<latexit sha1_base64="TWz1QymVw86rGLWe2EXk4NL/N5A=">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</latexit>

u
i
m

0 + aHu
i
m + @

i +
c��̄m

⇢̄m
@
i
�m = (unchanged 2nd-order terms)



Beyond the fluid 
approximation

• Insert into Euler equation, take divergence again:

• Additional contribution is suppressed on large scales: 
two additional derivatives, ~k2 in Fourier space

• Hence, can take into account stress tensor at leading 
order by adding one term to equations, at the price of 
an unknown, free coefficient
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<latexit sha1_base64="QclEBpnisunKSf1YtG3k842NQrU=">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</latexit>

�ij
m(x, ⌘) = �̄m(⌘)�

ij [1 + c�(⌘)�m(x, ⌘) + . . .]

<latexit sha1_base64="HNLKudRkeOXjplo2qud1fOFwTho=">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</latexit>

✓
0
m + aH✓m +r2 +

c��̄m

⇢̄m
r2

�m = (unchanged 2nd-order terms)
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�̄mc�

Notice that constant, background stress has no dynamical effect.



Beyond the fluid 
approximation

• Insert into Euler equation, take divergence again:

• Additional contribution is suppressed on large scales: 
two additional derivatives, ~k2 in Fourier space

• Hence, can take into account stress tensor at leading 
order by adding one term to equations, at the price of 
an unknown, free coefficient
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�̄mc�

Notice that constant, background stress has no dynamical effect.



• At leading order, this is just another linear term in 
the equations (but with more derivatives)

• By redefining coefficient, correction to final density 
field can be written as (with free coefficient Cs2)

• In fact, theoretical consistency forces us to 
introduce Cs2 as counterterm:

Cold collisionless matter 
= effective fluid
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This again follows from inserting Eq. (12.40), and using Wick’s theorem Eq. (12.47) (Exer-
cise 12.6). Note that the bispectrum is a function of three wavenumbers, and is nonzero
only if these vectorially add up to zero, i.e. they form a closed triangle in Fourier space. The
amplitude of the bispectrum in Eq. (12.51) displays a specific dependence on the shape of
the triangle, which is characteristic of nonlinear gravitational evolution. Eq. (12.51) is only
the leading-order result valid on large scales, and perturbation theory allows us to similarly
calculate the next-to-leading order correction.

We now have all the tools we need to compute the statistics of the evolved matter den-
sity field in perturbation theory. However, before we move on, we should recall that, so far,
we have actually done perturbation theory of the wrong equation: we have treated matter
as an ideal fluid, whereas the real physical system is a collection of collisionless particles
governed by the Vlasov equation. In particular, we have neglected the stress tensor !

ij
m in

Eq. (12.20). Fortunately, all is not lost: the solution is to treat matter as an effective fluid
(Baumann et al., 2012). In practice, this works by expanding !

ij
m in terms of the matter den-

sity field itself. Since we cannot predict !
ij
m from within perturbation theory, we have to

allow for free coefficients that must be determined by other means. The equation for um

involves only the gradient of !
ij
m, so the homogeneous part of the stress tensor is irrelevant.

Hence, the leading relevant term is proportional to "m and is given by

!
ij

m,eff(x,#) = "ij$m(#) c2
s,eff(#)"m(x,#), (12.52)

where c2
s,eff is the effective sound speed squared. This notation makes sense: the diagonal

part of the stress tensor corresponds to the pressure, and the sound speed c2
s = %p/%$ re-

lates pressure perturbations to density perturbations. Note that this is not pressure in the
usual sense as in a gas of collisional atoms. Instead, it corresponds to the effective gravi-
tational action induced by small-scale perturbations. It is straightforward to integrate the
Euler–Poisson system with this pressure term included. At linear order, this yields

"(1)(k,#) =
!
1 ! C2

s (#)k2
"
D+(#)"0(k), (12.53)

where C2
s (#) is a double time integral (weighted by the growth factor) over c2

s,eff. Notice how
the effective pressure contribution is suppressed at small k, just as the NLO contribution
we computed above. In fact, it is typically of similar order as the latter: on dimensional
grounds, we expect that C2

s " 1/k2
NL, and simulation measurements confirm this. Thus, we

can take into account the non-ideal nature of the effective fluid, i.e. the error we are making
by approximating matter as a fluid, by performing an expansion of the stress tensor, with a
single term being sufficient at the level of the power spectrum at NLO. The coefficient C2

s (#)

cannot be predicted in perturbation theory. In order to determine it, we need to match to
a solution of the actual underlying Vlasov–Poisson system. N-body simulations provide a
means to achieve just that.
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FIGURE 12.3 Diagrammatic representation of the next-to-leading order contributions to the matter power spectrum:!
!(2)(k)!(2)(k!)

"
(left) and

!
!(1)(k)!(3)(k!)

"
(right); we again suppress the time arguments for clarity. The upper diagrams

show how these contributions can be calculated by connecting the linear density fields !(1)(k1), · · · !(1)(k4) appearing
in the expansion of each nonlinear density field via the dashed lines (the kernels are the same as in Fig. 12.2 and
are not labeled). By Wick’s theorem, each connection yields a linear matter power spectrum and a Dirac delta. The
lower diagrams introduce a more standard, and economical representation: now the connection of two linear fields
is represented with an open circle, with each circle corresponding to a linear power spectrum. This representation
makes it clear why these contributions are also called “1-loop” contributions. Each loop in a diagram corresponds to
one integral over wavenumber (in the lower diagrams, p denotes the loop wavenumber).

where

P (22)(k,") = 2
#

d3p

(2#)3

$
F2(p,k " p)

%2
PL(p,")PL(|k " p|,"),

P (13)(k,") = 3PL(k,")

#
d3p

(2#)3 F3(p,"p,k)PL(p,"). (12.49)

Here, we have relabeled the wavenumbers ki that are integrated over as p. Notice that we
have to go to third order to consistently derive the NLO correction to the matter power
spectrum. The result is shown in Fig. 12.4. We see that on large scales (small k), P NLO(k) is
much smaller than the linear power spectrum. That is, nonlinear evolution is only a small
correction to linear evolution. This is the regime where perturbation theory is useful, since
we expect that higher-order terms in the expansion Eq. (12.48) are even smaller.

In fact, we can make this argument more precise. Notice that, as depicted in the bottom
panel of Fig. 12.3, the NLO contributions in Eq. (12.49) both involve what in field theory
is called a loop, an integral over wavenumber (or “momentum”). Since the linear matter
power spectrum does not have a simple shape, this integral has to be performed numer-
ically. In order to identify the relevant parameter controlling the relative size of the NLO

;
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/ k2/p2 for p � k

Similar size as PNLO(k)



• At leading order, this is just another linear term in 
the equations (but with more derivatives)

• By redefining coefficient, correction to final density 
field can be written as (with free coefficient Cs2)

• In fact, theoretical consistency forces us to 
introduce Cs2 (~ eff. sound horizon) as counterterm:

Cold collisionless matter 
= effective fluid
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This again follows from inserting Eq. (12.40), and using Wick’s theorem Eq. (12.47) (Exer-
cise 12.6). Note that the bispectrum is a function of three wavenumbers, and is nonzero
only if these vectorially add up to zero, i.e. they form a closed triangle in Fourier space. The
amplitude of the bispectrum in Eq. (12.51) displays a specific dependence on the shape of
the triangle, which is characteristic of nonlinear gravitational evolution. Eq. (12.51) is only
the leading-order result valid on large scales, and perturbation theory allows us to similarly
calculate the next-to-leading order correction.

We now have all the tools we need to compute the statistics of the evolved matter den-
sity field in perturbation theory. However, before we move on, we should recall that, so far,
we have actually done perturbation theory of the wrong equation: we have treated matter
as an ideal fluid, whereas the real physical system is a collection of collisionless particles
governed by the Vlasov equation. In particular, we have neglected the stress tensor !

ij
m in

Eq. (12.20). Fortunately, all is not lost: the solution is to treat matter as an effective fluid
(Baumann et al., 2012). In practice, this works by expanding !

ij
m in terms of the matter den-

sity field itself. Since we cannot predict !
ij
m from within perturbation theory, we have to

allow for free coefficients that must be determined by other means. The equation for um

involves only the gradient of !
ij
m, so the homogeneous part of the stress tensor is irrelevant.

Hence, the leading relevant term is proportional to "m and is given by

!
ij

m,eff(x,#) = "ij$m(#) c2
s,eff(#)"m(x,#), (12.52)

where c2
s,eff is the effective sound speed squared. This notation makes sense: the diagonal

part of the stress tensor corresponds to the pressure, and the sound speed c2
s = %p/%$ re-

lates pressure perturbations to density perturbations. Note that this is not pressure in the
usual sense as in a gas of collisional atoms. Instead, it corresponds to the effective gravi-
tational action induced by small-scale perturbations. It is straightforward to integrate the
Euler–Poisson system with this pressure term included. At linear order, this yields

"(1)(k,#) =
!
1 ! C2

s (#)k2
"
D+(#)"0(k), (12.53)

where C2
s (#) is a double time integral (weighted by the growth factor) over c2

s,eff. Notice how
the effective pressure contribution is suppressed at small k, just as the NLO contribution
we computed above. In fact, it is typically of similar order as the latter: on dimensional
grounds, we expect that C2

s " 1/k2
NL, and simulation measurements confirm this. Thus, we

can take into account the non-ideal nature of the effective fluid, i.e. the error we are making
by approximating matter as a fluid, by performing an expansion of the stress tensor, with a
single term being sufficient at the level of the power spectrum at NLO. The coefficient C2

s (#)

cannot be predicted in perturbation theory. In order to determine it, we need to match to
a solution of the actual underlying Vlasov–Poisson system. N-body simulations provide a
means to achieve just that.
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FIGURE 12.3 Diagrammatic representation of the next-to-leading order contributions to the matter power spectrum:!
!(2)(k)!(2)(k!)

"
(left) and

!
!(1)(k)!(3)(k!)

"
(right); we again suppress the time arguments for clarity. The upper diagrams

show how these contributions can be calculated by connecting the linear density fields !(1)(k1), · · · !(1)(k4) appearing
in the expansion of each nonlinear density field via the dashed lines (the kernels are the same as in Fig. 12.2 and
are not labeled). By Wick’s theorem, each connection yields a linear matter power spectrum and a Dirac delta. The
lower diagrams introduce a more standard, and economical representation: now the connection of two linear fields
is represented with an open circle, with each circle corresponding to a linear power spectrum. This representation
makes it clear why these contributions are also called “1-loop” contributions. Each loop in a diagram corresponds to
one integral over wavenumber (in the lower diagrams, p denotes the loop wavenumber).

where

P (22)(k,") = 2
#

d3p

(2#)3

$
F2(p,k " p)

%2
PL(p,")PL(|k " p|,"),

P (13)(k,") = 3PL(k,")

#
d3p

(2#)3 F3(p,"p,k)PL(p,"). (12.49)

Here, we have relabeled the wavenumbers ki that are integrated over as p. Notice that we
have to go to third order to consistently derive the NLO correction to the matter power
spectrum. The result is shown in Fig. 12.4. We see that on large scales (small k), P NLO(k) is
much smaller than the linear power spectrum. That is, nonlinear evolution is only a small
correction to linear evolution. This is the regime where perturbation theory is useful, since
we expect that higher-order terms in the expansion Eq. (12.48) are even smaller.

In fact, we can make this argument more precise. Notice that, as depicted in the bottom
panel of Fig. 12.3, the NLO contributions in Eq. (12.49) both involve what in field theory
is called a loop, an integral over wavenumber (or “momentum”). Since the linear matter
power spectrum does not have a simple shape, this integral has to be performed numer-
ically. In order to identify the relevant parameter controlling the relative size of the NLO

;
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/ k2/p2 for p � k

Similar size as PNLO(k)

Yes, P22 also leads to a counterterm, but that one is much smaller.
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FIGURE 8.3 The linear matter power spectrum in the fiducial !CDM cosmology at different redshifts. Scales to the
left of the vertical lines, which indicate kNL(z) for each of the redshifts shown, are still evolving approximately
linearly at each redshift.

This, together with Eq. (8.4), allows us to relate the overdensity in the late universe to the
primordial potential:

"m(k, a) = 2
5

k2

#mH 2
0

R(k)T (k)D+(a) (a > alate, k ! aH). (8.7)

Eq. (8.7) holds regardless of how the initial perturbation R was generated, as long as it is
an adiabatic perturbation. In the context of inflation, we saw in the previous chapter that
R(k) is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and power spectrum PR(k) =
(2$2/k3)As(k/kp)ns"1 (Eq. (7.99)). So the linear power spectrum of matter at late times is

PL(k, a) = 8$2

25
As

#2
m

D2
+(a)T 2(k)

kns

H 4
0 k

ns"1
p

. (8.8)

Notice that (i) the power spectrum has dimensions of (length)3; and (ii) Eq. (8.8) implies
that PL(k) # kns on large scales where T (k) = 1.

Fig. 8.3 shows the matter power spectrum for our fiducial !CDM cosmology, today as
well as at higher redshifts. While on large scales we see the expected behavior, on small
scales the power spectrum turns over. To understand this, look back at Fig. 8.1. The small-
scale mode there (k = 2h Mpc"1) enters the horizon well before matter/radiation equality.
During the radiation epoch the potential decays, so the transfer function is much smaller
than unity. The effect of this on matter perturbations can be seen in Fig. 8.2, where the
growth of " is retarded starting at a $ 10"5 after the mode has entered the horizon and
ending at a $ 10"4 when the universe becomes matter dominated. Modes that enter the
horizon even earlier undergo more suppression. Thus, the power spectrum is a decreasing
function of k on small scales. This leads to the realization that there will be a turnover in
the power spectrum at a scale keq corresponding to the one which enters the horizon at

• Idea: allow for all counterterms in effective fluid equations consistent 
with symmetries: general covariance; mass and momentum conservation

• Order different contribution according to their scaling with k

• Only one relevant scale: kNL, where (roughly) matter density field 
becomes fully nonlinear:

• For this ordering, we typically approximate PL(k) ~ kn as power law, with 
n ~ -1.5, allowing us to compute loop integrals analytically. E.g., 

Effective Field Theory of 
Structure Formation
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Non-gravitational 
interactions of baryons
• So far, completely ignored non-gravitational interactions, 

while I argued that we are including baryons…

• Let’s consider the effect of pressure then, assuming some 
relation p=p(ρ) (barotropic fluid). Pressure term in baryon 
Euler equation, at leading order:

• Precisely the same shape as effective stress contribution! 
As long as we are interested only in total matter, we can 
combine the two into a single Cs2.
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xfl(q, ⌘) = q + s(q, ⌘)

• So far, worked with Eulerian fields at fixed 
spatial position x

• Alternative: follow mass elements along their 
trajectory, labeling them with initial position q

• Time-dependent position given by

• Then use geodesic equations:
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FIGURE 12.5 Illustration of collapse at early times, where the velocity distribution is single-valued (left), and late
times, in the multistreaming regime where fm(x,v, t) has several peaks (right). The dynamics in the stage illustrated
on the left can be described by an effective fluid, the ones on the right cannot. Upper panels: sketch of the config-
uration in real space. Middle panels: velocity distributions at the location of the dashed circles in the corresponding
upper panel. Lower panels: phase-space distribution of matter. The distribution remains localized in a thin sheet.
The vertical lines in each case indicate the location for which the velocity distribution is shown in the middle panels.

12.3 Simulations
In the previous section, we described how taking moments of the Vlasov equation leads
to fluid equations for collisionless matter, which we were then able to solve perturbatively.
However, the fluid equations do not correctly describe the evolution of nonlinear structure
on small scales. We already mentioned this above, but let us study the issue in a bit more
detail. Consider an overdense region that collapses under its own gravity (Fig. 12.5). Ini-
tially, the velocity of matter at the outer edge is single-valued (left middle panel). Eventually
however, this shell encounters a shell that started at a smaller initial radius and already had
time to pass through the origin; since dark matter is collisionless, a shell passes through
the origin unimpeded. Thus, at the instant and location highlighted in the right panels,
commonly called shell crossing, the velocity distribution now has two peaks (right middle
panel), one corresponding to an infalling velocity from the outer shell, and another with

Works because dark matter is cold: 
vanishing initial velocities

330 Modern Cosmology

the coupling between ! and fm) of integro-differential equations (because "m is an integral
over the distribution function fm) in 6 + 1 dimensions, it is notoriously difficult to solve.
The following sections will deal with perturbative as well as numerical techniques to solve
it.

The perturbative approach proceeds as we have done in previous chapters: by taking
moments of the Boltzmann equation. In the linear regime that we studied so far, the dis-
tribution function fm was completely described by its zeroth (density) and first moments
(velocity). Physically, this means that the second moment, the velocity dispersion, is van-
ishingly small. Then the distribution function can be written as

fm(x,p, t) = #m(x, t)

m
(2$)3"

(3)
D (p ! mum(x, t)) (no velocity dispersion), (12.9)

where we have absorbed the irrelevant degeneracy factors of CDM and baryon species into
fm. You can think of this as arising from a thermal velocity distribution at each point cen-
tered around um(x, t) when taking the limit of zero temperature. It is important to realize,
however, that the form of the distribution function Eq. (12.9) does not remain valid once
structure becomes nonlinear. We will study in more detail how this happens in Sect. 12.3.
First though, let us see how far we get with the ansatz of vanishing velocity dispersion.

12.2 Perturbation theory
The starting point of perturbative approaches to the nonlinear growth of structure is to
take moments of the Vlasov equation; that is, we follow the same basic approach we took
in Ch. 5. For any function A(x,p, t) defined on 6 + 1 dimensional phase space, we can
define the momentum average

"A#fm (x, t) $
!

d3p

(2$)3 A(x,p, t)fm(x,p, t), (12.10)

which now is only a function of position and time. Again, we absorb any degeneracy factors
into fm; there are no collision terms where they could become relevant. Choosing A = 1
then simply gives us the number density:

"1#fm (x, t) = n(x, t) = #m(x, t)

m
. (12.11)

Equivalently, "m#fm yields the mass density #m(x, t), which is more useful in practice. Sim-
ilarly, we define the bulk or fluid velocity as the momentum average of pi , normalized by
the density:

ui
m(x, t) $

"
pi

#
fm

"m#fm

. (12.12)

Let us now take the momentum average
$

d3p/(2$)3 of the Vlasov equation (12.8), multi-
plied by m, thus taking the zeroth moment of the Vlasov equation. We can always pull out

<=> no velocity dispersion
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dx
i

dt
=

p
i

am

dp
i

dt
= �Hp

i � m

a
@i 

<latexit sha1_base64="ha3k1Vr5cK9cYaktLn98zbCz1Lo=">AAAI03ichZVNb9s2GMfV7qVu9tZux12EBQF2cA05c9ociqHogiYHe3G2uCkQuQZF0bZgilQoyrFB6DLs2uv2XfZN9m32UC8OQ26YAMvU8/vz4SPyTyrKaJLLIPj7wcOPPv7k00edx3ufff7Fl189efr125wXApMJ5pSLdxHKCU0YmchEUvIuEwSlESVX0eonza/WROQJZ5dym5FpihYsmScYSQj9Gq5vZk/2g15QXb7b6DeNfa+5xrOnj/4KY46LlDCJKcrz636QyalCQiaYknIvLHKSIbxCC3INTYZSkk9VVWvpH0Ak9udcwI9Jv4qaPRRK83ybRqBMkVzmNtPBbpT+G74u5Px4qhKWFZIwXI81L6gvua/f3Y8TQbCkW2ggLBIo18dLJBCWMEN7B37BEgkZYzIPl2mGVdhdvlfP+mXYVaFI/VGGy7LFecEMPpqpkMdc3vGmv9G1kgJn5BbzNEUsViHEl+V/jGPqkp3w/xJCXfcympWZwpcgoogtqgUTxEQ/AhItMoFY8ggYB0Npv1WBcpZaqvO01DeyQC6Kdiiy0XCHwiH4N0ZOWrZTqDSw3+c8MnDk4qGBmwG06MAfoowiTHyeEYGkNqNeQApRFTIUUfT+sLyL5TdtdNBEE1Oqnh2W4Ds/YXrTkTb5Xi0dgXA0CyXZSDWmrVc2c+i+3jTxuY7bK3IOtWu7Y0TVuf1qEwNObHhCqIFPbHxpwEsbXhjwwjGaAUc2xGcGPbPpqQFPS8d+YwOPXTw08FDP1YG/hl3NYQdbynV53Z+qMErVvrNP1qSsCHHAqgYrB2Q1yBxwU4MbB4gaCAcUNSgccFuDWwdsarBxwLYG29ZNa7ZEUoXVba1YeRcHHaexPlt569cWzhlV88aAPzeTuhCErCwzlZWhpL01c4jnySJFzmLFQOKmx32CgCCaLV3C9RGjN6o1Csn0OGskoJFQzqoqq+9HfWbDiVQ9qV9IfAUPpRILOG+C3vNu0A1KS8O3iL6mxZ3q8KjbG/S7veNjS/qGC5LLU5gO1oh7/R+6vaNBF/4t7Qkh2bgQGW3z9gaQFrK+OLKUw2SxlILEu/GPmyrNV450gZWJ9dI4lbu21gltfTsblRq+9n372+423h72+ke94GKw/+p1893veN9633nfe33vhffKO/PG3sTD3sL74P3h/dmZdFTnt87vtfThg6bPN969q/PhH6p8O9o=</latexit>q

<latexit sha1_base64="w4Zra5zDaZhfWwaotSQQGJ7/Q5g=">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</latexit>

xfl(q, ⌘) = q + s(q, ⌘)

• So far, worked with Eulerian fields at fixed 
spatial position x

• Alternative: follow mass elements along their 
trajectory, labeling them with initial position q

• Time-dependent position given by

• Then use geodesic equations:



xfl(⌧
0)

<latexit sha1_base64="ha3k1Vr5cK9cYaktLn98zbCz1Lo=">AAAI03ichZVNb9s2GMfV7qVu9tZux12EBQF2cA05c9ociqHogiYHe3G2uCkQuQZF0bZgilQoyrFB6DLs2uv2XfZN9m32UC8OQ26YAMvU8/vz4SPyTyrKaJLLIPj7wcOPPv7k00edx3ufff7Fl189efr125wXApMJ5pSLdxHKCU0YmchEUvIuEwSlESVX0eonza/WROQJZ5dym5FpihYsmScYSQj9Gq5vZk/2g15QXb7b6DeNfa+5xrOnj/4KY46LlDCJKcrz636QyalCQiaYknIvLHKSIbxCC3INTYZSkk9VVWvpH0Ak9udcwI9Jv4qaPRRK83ybRqBMkVzmNtPBbpT+G74u5Px4qhKWFZIwXI81L6gvua/f3Y8TQbCkW2ggLBIo18dLJBCWMEN7B37BEgkZYzIPl2mGVdhdvlfP+mXYVaFI/VGGy7LFecEMPpqpkMdc3vGmv9G1kgJn5BbzNEUsViHEl+V/jGPqkp3w/xJCXfcympWZwpcgoogtqgUTxEQ/AhItMoFY8ggYB0Npv1WBcpZaqvO01DeyQC6Kdiiy0XCHwiH4N0ZOWrZTqDSw3+c8MnDk4qGBmwG06MAfoowiTHyeEYGkNqNeQApRFTIUUfT+sLyL5TdtdNBEE1Oqnh2W4Ds/YXrTkTb5Xi0dgXA0CyXZSDWmrVc2c+i+3jTxuY7bK3IOtWu7Y0TVuf1qEwNObHhCqIFPbHxpwEsbXhjwwjGaAUc2xGcGPbPpqQFPS8d+YwOPXTw08FDP1YG/hl3NYQdbynV53Z+qMErVvrNP1qSsCHHAqgYrB2Q1yBxwU4MbB4gaCAcUNSgccFuDWwdsarBxwLYG29ZNa7ZEUoXVba1YeRcHHaexPlt569cWzhlV88aAPzeTuhCErCwzlZWhpL01c4jnySJFzmLFQOKmx32CgCCaLV3C9RGjN6o1Csn0OGskoJFQzqoqq+9HfWbDiVQ9qV9IfAUPpRILOG+C3vNu0A1KS8O3iL6mxZ3q8KjbG/S7veNjS/qGC5LLU5gO1oh7/R+6vaNBF/4t7Qkh2bgQGW3z9gaQFrK+OLKUw2SxlILEu/GPmyrNV450gZWJ9dI4lbu21gltfTsblRq+9n372+423h72+ke94GKw/+p1893veN9633nfe33vhffKO/PG3sTD3sL74P3h/dmZdFTnt87vtfThg6bPN969q/PhH6p8O9o=</latexit>q

Alternative: Lagrangian approach 
to structure formation
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<latexit sha1_base64="w4Zra5zDaZhfWwaotSQQGJ7/Q5g=">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</latexit>

xfl(q, ⌘) = q + s(q, ⌘)

• So far, worked with Eulerian fields at fixed 
spatial position x

• Alternative: follow mass elements along their 
trajectory, labeling them with initial position q

• Time-dependent position given by

• Then use geodesic equations:
<latexit sha1_base64="02oMw83RhhF2eqA8Ak0po7qDImI=">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</latexit>

s00(q, ⌘) + aHs0(q, ⌘) +rx (xfl(q, ⌘), ⌘) = 0



Alternative: Lagrangian approach 
to structure formation

• At initial time, density perturbations were negligible, so 
a given element d3q corresponds to equal mass 
everywhere. Hence, density is given directly by Jacobian:

• Can insert δm into Poisson equation to obtain Ψ. 
Perturbation theory then proceeds by writing
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<latexit sha1_base64="Q8lzz1nGnKnk7UFhRmwgIkFsg3Q=">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</latexit>

⇢̄m(⌘)d
3q = ⇢m(x, ⌘)d

3x

) ⇢m
⇢̄m

= 1 + �m =

����
@q

@x

���� =
����
@x

@q

����
�1

= |�ij + @q,isj(q, ⌘)|

<latexit sha1_base64="kdAXb0u+qcp2Hqxl53G+8LcOs9I=">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</latexit>

s = s(1) + s(2) + . . .

and solving equation for displacement order by order.



Alternative: Lagrangian approach 
to structure formation

• Note: two matter elements can end up 
at the same final position x!

• Known as shell crossing

• Possible because (dark) matter is 
collisionless. 

• This cannot happen in the fluid picture 
though.

• In this sense, Lagrangian approach is 
closer to the correct physics.
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<latexit sha1_base64="w4Zra5zDaZhfWwaotSQQGJ7/Q5g=">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</latexit>

xfl(q, ⌘) = q + s(q, ⌘)
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structure formation
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collapse of 
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FIGURE 12.5 Illustration of collapse at early times, where the velocity distribution is single-valued (left), and late
times, in the multistreaming regime where fm(x,v, t) has several peaks (right). The dynamics in the stage illustrated
on the left can be described by an effective fluid, the ones on the right cannot. Upper panels: sketch of the config-
uration in real space. Middle panels: velocity distributions at the location of the dashed circles in the corresponding
upper panel. Lower panels: phase-space distribution of matter. The distribution remains localized in a thin sheet.
The vertical lines in each case indicate the location for which the velocity distribution is shown in the middle panels.

12.3 Simulations
In the previous section, we described how taking moments of the Vlasov equation leads
to fluid equations for collisionless matter, which we were then able to solve perturbatively.
However, the fluid equations do not correctly describe the evolution of nonlinear structure
on small scales. We already mentioned this above, but let us study the issue in a bit more
detail. Consider an overdense region that collapses under its own gravity (Fig. 12.5). Ini-
tially, the velocity of matter at the outer edge is single-valued (left middle panel). Eventually
however, this shell encounters a shell that started at a smaller initial radius and already had
time to pass through the origin; since dark matter is collisionless, a shell passes through
the origin unimpeded. Thus, at the instant and location highlighted in the right panels,
commonly called shell crossing, the velocity distribution now has two peaks (right middle
panel), one corresponding to an infalling velocity from the outer shell, and another with
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12.3 Simulations
In the previous section, we described how taking moments of the Vlasov equation leads
to fluid equations for collisionless matter, which we were then able to solve perturbatively.
However, the fluid equations do not correctly describe the evolution of nonlinear structure
on small scales. We already mentioned this above, but let us study the issue in a bit more
detail. Consider an overdense region that collapses under its own gravity (Fig. 12.5). Ini-
tially, the velocity of matter at the outer edge is single-valued (left middle panel). Eventually
however, this shell encounters a shell that started at a smaller initial radius and already had
time to pass through the origin; since dark matter is collisionless, a shell passes through
the origin unimpeded. Thus, at the instant and location highlighted in the right panels,
commonly called shell crossing, the velocity distribution now has two peaks (right middle
panel), one corresponding to an infalling velocity from the outer shell, and another with
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FIGURE 12.5 Illustration of collapse at early times, where the velocity distribution is single-valued (left), and late
times, in the multistreaming regime where fm(x,v, t) has several peaks (right). The dynamics in the stage illustrated
on the left can be described by an effective fluid, the ones on the right cannot. Upper panels: sketch of the config-
uration in real space. Middle panels: velocity distributions at the location of the dashed circles in the corresponding
upper panel. Lower panels: phase-space distribution of matter. The distribution remains localized in a thin sheet.
The vertical lines in each case indicate the location for which the velocity distribution is shown in the middle panels.

12.3 Simulations
In the previous section, we described how taking moments of the Vlasov equation leads
to fluid equations for collisionless matter, which we were then able to solve perturbatively.
However, the fluid equations do not correctly describe the evolution of nonlinear structure
on small scales. We already mentioned this above, but let us study the issue in a bit more
detail. Consider an overdense region that collapses under its own gravity (Fig. 12.5). Ini-
tially, the velocity of matter at the outer edge is single-valued (left middle panel). Eventually
however, this shell encounters a shell that started at a smaller initial radius and already had
time to pass through the origin; since dark matter is collisionless, a shell passes through
the origin unimpeded. Thus, at the instant and location highlighted in the right panels,
commonly called shell crossing, the velocity distribution now has two peaks (right middle
panel), one corresponding to an infalling velocity from the outer shell, and another with
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12.3 Simulations
In the previous section, we described how taking moments of the Vlasov equation leads
to fluid equations for collisionless matter, which we were then able to solve perturbatively.
However, the fluid equations do not correctly describe the evolution of nonlinear structure
on small scales. We already mentioned this above, but let us study the issue in a bit more
detail. Consider an overdense region that collapses under its own gravity (Fig. 12.5). Ini-
tially, the velocity of matter at the outer edge is single-valued (left middle panel). Eventually
however, this shell encounters a shell that started at a smaller initial radius and already had
time to pass through the origin; since dark matter is collisionless, a shell passes through
the origin unimpeded. Thus, at the instant and location highlighted in the right panels,
commonly called shell crossing, the velocity distribution now has two peaks (right middle
panel), one corresponding to an infalling velocity from the outer shell, and another with



Structure formation beyond 
perturbation theory

• In order to take this phasespace evolution 
into account properly, need to go beyond 
fluid picture and perturbation theory.

• Back to collisionless Boltzmann equation!
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